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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to determine whether the use of activities based on Pintrich’s self-regulated learning model effect the self-regulated learning perceptions of elementary teacher candidates within a Life Science course. The research was organized in accordance with the quasi-experimental designs model. This study was conducted within a classroom consisting of 5 male and 34 female (aged 20 to 25) elementary teacher candidates at Canakkale 18 Mart University, Education Faculty, and Department of Basic Education. Data was collected utilizing the "Self-regulated Learning Perception Scale" and the "Personal Information Form". As a result of the research, the use of Pintrich's self-regulated learning based activities has been found to improve the self-regulated learning perceptions of the elementary teacher candidates.
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1. Introduction

Life Science courses prepare students for life and provide applicable vital information. It is expected that future classroom teachers who are likely to teach Life Science courses will themselves, have a high level of personal self-regulated learning skills once they have completed their undergraduate education. As such, self-regulated learning skills are an important concept to understand for elementary teacher candidates and a course on how to teach Life Science content to children is typically a requirement for elementary school teacher candidates in Turkey. The self-regulated learning model provides an opportunity for pre-service teacher candidates to develop their understanding of the concept through evaluating their current applicable knowledge and skills in Life Science related content. This study investigated whether instructional activities based on Pintrich's self-regulated learning model implemented in a university course focused on the teaching of primary and secondary Life Science material affected the perceived levels of self efficacy related to self-regulated learning knowledge and skills in participating university students enrolled in the course.

1.1 Self-regulated Learning

Self-regulated learning (SRL) is a process, which is proactive, and in this process, individuals are expected to organize and manage their thoughts, emotions, behaviours, and their environment to fulfil their academic objectives (Ramdass & Zimmerman, 2011). Moreover, SRL is an active, constructive process in which learners set their goals regarding their learning and they then strive to monitor, regulate, and control their cognition, motivation, and behaviour, in accordance with their goals and the contextual features of the environment (Pintrich, 2000, p.453). SRL promotes learners' self-competence and may also explain students' connection to motivation and achievement (Zimmerman, 1989). SRL processes do not just enrich motivation, but also predict academic success and athletic involvement (Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 2005). Self-regulated learning involves developing knowledge, skills, and attitudes which can be transferred from one learning context to another and from learning situations in which this information has been acquired to a leisure and work related context (Boekaerts, 1999, p.446).

The most widely known models in the literature can be listed as; Zimmerman’s Social Cognitive Model of Self-regulation (1990, 1998), Boekaerts’ Model of Adaptable Learning (1992), Winne’s Four-stage Model of Self-regulated Learning (Winne, 1996; Winne & Hadwin, 1998); Borkowski’s Process-oriented Model of Metacognition (1996) and Pintrich’s General Framework for SRL (2000). In this study, Pintrich’s General Framework for SRL (2000) was utilized as the main framework. Pintrich's General Framework for SRL includes cognitive, motivational, sensory, and biological individual processes. Pintrich's self-regulated model has four stages: 1) forethought, planning, and
activation, 2) monitoring, 3) control, and 4) reaction and reflection (Pintrich, 2000):

**Forethought, planning, and activation:** This phase includes identifying goals, accepting and directing the determined goals, planning time and space, determining the perceptions about the tasks, and determining the motivational effects.

**Monitoring:** At this stage, an individual understands his/her own cognitive awareness, which includes awareness of the effects of one’s own motivation, one’s consciousness of the council, an awareness of one’s time and the need for help, as well as the awareness of the task and the task related

**Control:** At this stage, an individual has chosen and implemented appropriate learning strategies for thinking; it is the moment when the motivational strategies are selected and applied. Self-observed behaviours are exhibited along with an increase and decrease in effort while one re-evaluates these procedures and/or makes changes in the assigned mission.

**Reaction and reflection:** This is the stage when individuals make cognitive judgments and evaluations regarding; showing effective reaction, insistence, giving up, choice making, and evaluating content. It is the time when s/he evaluates her/his task. In short, it is the time that the individual assesses himself/herself about whether there is a difference between the target and the performance he/she has demonstrated in the beginning.

1.2 Self-regulated Learning and the Life Science Teaching Course

The Life Science Course taken by most elementary school children in Turkey undertakes the function of preparing children to investigate one's self to make them aware of their life by selecting and organizing the most basic knowledge skills, attitudes, thoughts, and values appropriate to their age. Life science is the first course that educates children on such topics as how to be a ‘good person’ and a ‘good citizen’ through the educational process. This course facilitates the acquisition of behaviours in students that are necessary for effective adaptation to their environment (Akınoğlu, 2004). Sönmez (2005) defines the course of Life Science as one intended to impart to children, a process of establishing a natural and social reality based on evidence, and help them acquire knowledge at the end of this process.

Life Science course content is comprised of social science and art curriculum as well as curriculum focused on contemporary ideas and values (Sönmez, 2005). The purpose of the Life Science course is to prepare elementary school students for life by considering the psycho-social characteristics of children; (Özdemir, 1998), by introducing the weak and strong sides of the child as a person who has a peaceful, creative and autonomous life and who enjoys democratic attitudes (Güngördü, 2001). The Life Science lessons help children satisfy their curiosity about the social and natural phenomena that are happening around them. It helps children to recognise their surroundings and adapt to them easily. This course prepares a favourable environment for citizenship education.

The New Life Science Curriculum includes many achievements and topics that will help students identify him/herself, one’s feelings, thoughts, values, and strengths (Kabapinar, 2007). Life Science offers 72 self-management skills in new life science curriculum at the 1st grade; there are 43 self-management skills in grade two; there are 39 objectives of self-innovation skills in the 3rd grade (Kılıç, 2015, Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı, 2009). In the life science curriculum, there are benefits that will enable students to acquire self-management skills. This result shows that the New Life Science Teaching Curriculum aims to improve children's self-management skills. It is expected that the elementary teacher candidates who will be the teachers of this curriculum will also consist of high achievers within the self-regulated learning skills content. Elementary teacher candidates are expected to be at the top levels of self-learning strategies so that they can adapt to their needs and adapt to teaching needs of children once they have completed their undergraduate education. In this respect, it is important to use teaching activities in accordance with the self-regulated learning model in the teaching of life science teaching lessons.

Self-regulated learning is also an approach to learning that individuals can use not only in the school but also in life. The role of the teacher grows in the implementation of this learning approach (Sarı & Akınoğlu, 2009). In Turkey, since the 2005-2006 school year, students have been receiving an education based on the supervisor approach and have a student-centered understanding. The configurator is critically sceptical, questioning the active, self-learning responsibility of this approach. The implementation of the constructivist approach requires that teachers have a high level of self-organizing skill. The currently used primary school Life Science curriculum requires children to acquire the skills of self-re-organization. It is important to know the level of self- regulated learning skills of classroom teacher candidates and to determine the effectiveness of Pintrich's self-regulated learning model in supporting the learning of these skills.

Self-regulated learning skills can be taught to students if the necessary learning environments are provided. Among the primary objectives of schools should be to provide pupils with the ability to organize. The ability to use self-regulated learning is not only important in the life of teachers but also in any typical life process (Eker, 2014) Teachers know how to improve their self-regulated strategies when they learn what they need to do during their undergraduate and graduate education and they can then develop advanced learners.

Kimber (2009) found that preservice elementary teachers’ mathematical achievements did not increase the use of self-regulated learning strategies. Quince (2013) found that community college students’ final general education course grades and self-regulated learning skills were not statistically significant. In Eker and Arsal (2014), in the 7th grade Social Science classes, they found that the learning activities of the students based on learning logs were effective in promoting the self-regulating strategies of the students. No research was found that focused specifically on the use of Pintrich’s self-regulated learning model domestically and externally has influenced the level of learning of the Life Science Teaching Course in the classrooms of Elementary Teacher Candidates. This research partially fills this gap in the literature. The purpose of this research is to determine whether the use of Pintrich's Self-Regulated Learning model based learning activities in classroom instruction affected self-regulated learning perceptions of classroom teacher candidates.

2. Methods
Quasi-experimental designs, as one type of experimental design, use a pre- and post-test design approach. It includes assignment of groups to the sample but does not employ random assignment by which students are randomly assigned to such groups (Creswell, 2012). The assigned single groups and individuals are measured or observed concerning a dependent variable both before and following the exposure to a treatment (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2008). In this research, a quasi-experimental design was used as the experimental method.

2.1 Participants
The participants of this research were composed of 34 female and 5 male (aged 20 to 25) teacher candidates who were studying at Canakkale 18 Mart University, Faculty of Education, and Department of Basic Education. The sampling utilized in this study is purposeful sampling. Fraenkel & Wallen (2008) contend that within such design, investigators use their personal judgment in choosing the sample based on knowledge previously obtained from the population and in parallel with the purpose of the research. Researchers of the study assume they are free to use their knowledge obtained from the population to judge if a particular sample will be a good representative of the target sample.

2.2 Instruments
The Self-regulated Learning Perception Scale (Turan, 2009) consists of 41 items in four dimensions: motivation and action to learning (7 items), planning and setting a goal (8 items), strategies for learning and assessment (9 items), and lack of self-directedness (7 items). The items in the questionnaire utilized a five-point Likert scale and each choice was assigned a value between one and five. The item scores were then summed to have sub-dimensions and total scores for each participant in the study. When the total score is considered, the minimum score is 41 and the maximum score is 205. Cronbach’s alpha values of the subscales were found to be 0.88, 0.91, 0.83, and 0.76, respectively (Turan, Demirel & Sayek, 2009).

2.3 Implementation Process
The data were collected through the “Self-Regulated Learning Perception Scale” and the “Personal Information Form” in a face-to-face format with the participants who volunteered to participate in the study and enrolled in the Life Science Teaching Class at the Department of Elementary Education at the Faculty of Education at COMU during the winter and spring semesters of the 2016-2017 academic year.

The implementation of the independent variable in this research is based on Paul Pintrich’s self-learning model. The application steps of the model are Forethout, planning, and activation: The objectives of the field experience in primary school life science courses and elementary school were determined. It was stated that it is necessary to finish the field experience activities in the primary school life science courses and the elementary school in a certain period of time. It was revealed for the class teacher candidate that students’ behaviour should be monitored and planned as these two activities were carried out. The positive perceptions of the elementary school life science lesson and the field experience to be made in elementary school are positive; there are two activities that can be carried out by class teacher candidates

**Monitoring:** Class teacher candidates’ field experiences and performances were monitored. In the lecture of life science teaching lesson, they followed the primary life science course and watched their performances. They saw the motivation in their field experiences and elementary school life science lessons in primary school. Primary School Life Science Surveys have the ability to monitor whether their own efforts in narration are sufficient or not. During the implementation at schools, you see whether you need further help or not. When these two activities take place, they
understand the differences in the classroom environment of the Life Science course in primary school and the classroom environment of primary school Life Science course in the Faculty of Education.

**Control:** Elementary teacher candidates learn to choose and apply appropriate learning strategies while teaching a primary school life science course. Elementary teacher candidates are expected to use evidence-based strategies to motivate other elementary teacher candidate classmates as they devise and provide practice elementary age focused life science lessons to their classmates. Lessons are also devised and provided to real elementary age children as part of a required field experience within the related teacher preparation course. Elementary teacher candidates improve their performance through the utilization of feedback given to them by their professors, their classmates and practicing teachers in the field. Feedback focuses on any deficiencies in utilized strategies, methods and techniques regarding their practice lessons.

**Reaction and reflection:** Following the course, teacher candidates are evaluated as to the efficacy in providing Life Science curriculum to children. Additionally, teacher candidates enrolled in the course self reflect on their abilities and performance drawing from feedback provided by their classmates and practicing teachers that observed their efforts in the field portion of the course. A poor evaluation results in a candidate returning to their field experience school so that he/she can achieve a better performance level. Those that have achieved a satisfactory performance are marked accordingly and move on within the teacher education program.

After evaluating the teacher candidates’ primary school Life Science course experiences at schools in the Faculty of Education, they evaluated themselves. Those who believed that the performance of elementary teacher candidates was low in the direction of feedback from other elementary school teacher candidates in the classroom and the feedback was given by the elementary teacher candidates, understood that they needed to do additional work to make up for their deficiencies. They were aware that elementary teacher candidates who were aware of their poor performance in the field experience in primary school should go for the same primary school field experience. The elementary school teacher candidates understand that the field experience is a useful activity for them, and no further experience at a different elementary school is needed in their field.

2.4 Data Analysis

In this research, a paired sample t-test analysis technique was used to determine whether the teaching activities used as a basis for Pintrich’s self-regulated model in the course of Life Science Teaching were effective. Ho (2014, p.63) paired-samples t-test was used in the analysis regarding the repeated measures or correlated groups design, in which each subject is tested twice on the same variable. This type requires a before and after design.

3. Results

In this section, Sample is used as a result of pair samples t-test analysis to determine whether the use of educational activities based on Pintrich’s formal learning model is effective for elementary teacher candidates. Results are detailed in Table 1.

Table1. T-test results between the pretest and posttest self-regulated learning perception scores of the classroom teacher candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest -SRL total scores</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.6573</td>
<td>.32255</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-4.042</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postest - SRL total scores</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.8255</td>
<td>.22532</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-4.042</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and action to learning (Pretest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.0476</td>
<td>.44255</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-2.91</td>
<td>.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and action to learning (Posttest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.0659</td>
<td>.31409</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and goal setting (Pretest On test)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.0705</td>
<td>.43566</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td>.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and goal setting (Posttest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.0801</td>
<td>.28889</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.868</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies for learning and assessment (Pretest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.8853</td>
<td>.42379</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies for learning and assessment (Posttest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.8812</td>
<td>.26391</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of self-directedness (Pretest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.2930</td>
<td>.72470</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.117</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of self-directedness (Posttest)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.0403</td>
<td>.63799</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 1, there is a statistically significant difference in the level of self-regulated learning perception total scores of classroom teacher candidates (t(38) = -4.042, p = .000 < .01). The comparison between pre-test and post-test scores of motivation and action to learning (t(38) = -2.91, p = .773 > .05); of planning and goal setting (t(38) = -1.67, p = .868 > .05); and strategies for learning and assessment (t(38) = .070, p = .944 > .05) did not yield statistically
significant results. A statistically significant difference was found in favor of pretest in sub-factor of "Lack of self-directedness" (t(38) = 2.117, p = .000 < .05). In the sub-focuses of "motivation and action to learning" and "planning and goal setting", the posttest leg of the arrhythmic subjects seems to be high

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this study, teacher candidates’ self-regulated learning perceptions were examined to understand any differences between a group that utilized Pintrich’s Self-Regulated Learning model based learning activities in the Life Science Teaching class and a group that did not use such in the class. It was found that educational activities related to Pintrich’s model experienced by teacher candidates had a positive effect on their SRL scores as measured by the Self-regulated Learning Perception Scale (Turan, 2009) over those that did not experience such activities. This is illustrated by the significant increase of self-regulated learning perception scores in total and in one sub-factor; lack self-directedness. Other sub-factors did not produce statistically significant results.

There are similar research results supporting this finding. For example, Kuyumcu Vardar (2011) found that the use of self-regulation strategies increased the level of English proficiency of university students. Hu (2007) found that community college students who received the SRL strategies training scored significantly higher in achievement than those who did not receive the training. The findings of this research show similarities with the results of the research given above. The use of educational activities based on Pintrich’s self-regulated learning model in the Life Science Teaching course-related education has increased the self-organizing learning perceptions of the future classroom teachers. In other words, it can be concluded that Pintrich’s educational activities based on the self-regulated learning model increase the classroom teacher candidates' perceptions regarding self-regulated learning efficacy. When the sub-factors were considered “Motivation and action to learning”, “planning and goal setting”, “strategies for learning and assessment,” there was no statistically significant difference between the pre and post-test scores of the sub-factors. In this study, only the sub-factor of "lack of self-directedness" showed a significant difference in the pre-test. The reason for the dependency subfactor being introduced into the pretest is that the candidate class teachers do not have enough trainings and education in their elementary, middle school and high school educations as part of constructivist learning approach.

However, the results obtained from these findings suggest that teacher-centered thinking continues to exist in classroom teacher candidates. As for the reasons one might consider that classroom teacher candidates may be considering personal scores on marked items (GPA) more so than considering personal analysis of learning regarding any given topic. Teacher candidates may be continuing to think more about questions on exams rather than concentrating on a sense of ‘learning to learn’. Teacher candidates may prefer to acquire concrete knowledge and may not wish to concentrate on actively engaging in their learning environment in accordance with the logic of the constructivist mentality. If this is the case for teacher candidates, considerations remain as to if such candidates can make the change from a teacher-centered approach to education to a student/learner-centered approach. It may be for this reason that the candidates who were taught using the SRL strategies concied with the increased "factor of learning" sub-factor scores.

5. Recommendation

Post-secondary instructors who have a role in educating elementary school teacher candidates should include learning activities that promote self-regulated learning skills for elementary teacher candidates in their lessons. Further qualitative research on the effectiveness of self-regulatory learning skills should also be conducted in the course of Life Science Teaching in order to better understand the differences in teacher candidate perceptions. The duration of the Field experience should also be increased thus giving teacher candidates more practice in utilizing SRL strategies in their lesson methodologies.
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